Keeping students safe from online threats of every variety can be a difficult task without the right product in place. There are more devices that you are responsible for than ever before—and not all of them are even on your local network. There are the devices in computer labs that you have total control over on your network, devices students and staff may bring to school, as well as devices that completely leave the perimeter of your network. In each instance, you not only need to remain CIPA compliant, but you need to prevent students from accessing distracting content during school hours and inadvertently navigating to malicious websites.

DNSFilter can help you achieve CIPA compliance and gain greater control over what is happening on your network—regardless of how those devices are deployed. Our cloud solution relies on machine learning for content classification. This way, as new sites are created or re-categorized, the policies you create remain up-to-date without manual intervention. Your IT team can focus on the big picture, instead of getting bogged down in the details.

At some point, roughly 70% of online security threats will traverse the DNS layer. And those sites we'd like to keep students away from are often shared via links in forums or messaging apps. With DNSFilter, you can block all of the bad while still enabling students' education online.

**ONE-CLICK CIPA COMPLIANCE**
Simply toggle on our CIPA compliance feature to enable SafeSearch for Google, Bing, and YouTube and block content deemed inappropriate by the Child Internet Protection Act.

**BLOCKING INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT**
Hate sites. Pornography. Social media. Weapons. These are just a few of the categories that you can easily block using DNSFilter. You can go a step further than CIPA and restrict additional content that students shouldn't access.

**NETWORK VISIBILITY**
Monitor trends before they become a problem. With detailed visibility into the domains accessed on your network, your IT staff can easily add new sites to block lists or edit content restrictions however necessary to support students and staff.
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ABOUT THE DNSFILTER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Education customers have access to advanced features that make security and content filtering easier. Our scheduled policies feature allows you to determine what students can access based on school hours—you can allow streaming after 6 p.m., or completely shut off the internet. School IT administrators have praised DNSFilter for minimizing support tickets from parents and staff who no longer need to request that certain sites be blocked by the school. And no matter where your school-issued devices roam, you’ll have control over what content is accessible.

FEATURES FOR EDUCATION

- Active Directory integration
- Administrative Audit Log
- Advanced Reporting
- API Available
- AppAware - One-click Application-blocking
- Email & Chat Support
- Network Deployment (Traditional Protection)
- One-Click CIPA Compliance
- Roaming Client Deployment (Individual Device Protection)
- Scheduled Policies - Block or allow certain content based on the time of day
- Unlimited Policy Creation - Allow different permissions for students and staff
- Zapier integration

$4 PER USER, ANNUALLY
Minimum of 250 users.
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